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Abstract: Persistent infection with high-risk human papillomaviruses (HPVs), such as HPV-16 and HPV-18, can induce cervical
cancer in humans. The disease carries high morbidity and mortality among females worldwide. Inoculation with prophylactic HPV
vaccines, such as Gardasil® or Cervarix®, is the predominant method of preventing cervical cancer in females 6 to 26 years of age.
However, despite the availability of commercial prophylactic HPV vaccines, no therapeutic HPV vaccines to eliminate existing HPV
infections have been approved. Peptide-based vaccines, which form one of the most potent vaccine platforms, have been broadly
investigated to overcome this shortcoming. Peptide-based vaccines are especially effective in inducing cellular immune responses and
eradicating tumor cells when combined with nanoscale adjuvant particles and delivery systems. This review summarizes progress in
the development of peptide-based nanovaccines against HPV infection.
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Introduction
Cervical cancer is a malignant tumor formed in the stem of the uterus.1 Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a pathogen that
causes fatal cervical cancer and related cancerous diseases; it has been detected in 99.7% of all cervical cancers.2 Two
viral proteins, E6 and E7, are pivotal in triggering infected cells to undergo oncogenesis with uncontrolled proliferation,
unrestricted telomerase activity, and subsequently cervical cancer growth.3 HPV infection can cause cancer in the cervix,
but also in the vagina, vulva, penis, and oropharynx.1 Typically, the cervix comprises squamous cells on the outer layer
and columnar gland cells on the inner side. Carcinogenesis mainly occurs at the junction of these two cell types, forming
squamous cell carcinoma (>90%) or adenocarcinoma.4,5 Specifically, the initial infection may cause dysplasia, namely,
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) or adenocarcinoma, in situ. If the infection persists and cannot be cleared by the
body’s immune system, it leads to an invasive cancer.5

The treatment of cervical cancer depends on how developed the cancer is: from cervical carcinoma in situ to stages I–
IV. Primary treatments for cervical cancer include surgery, radiation therapy and/or chemotherapy. For early or small-
scale carcinoma, surgery and radiation therapy can virtually eradicate cell infection and achieve recovery. For cervical
cancer stages IB and IIA, interventional chemotherapy is often required for co-treatment. Commonly used chemotherapy
drugs include cisplatin, carboplatin, paclitaxel (Taxol®), and topotecan.5 Unfortunately, radiation and chemotherapy often
cause many side effects due to their limited targeting affinity towards tumor cells. Vaccination against HPV infection and
cervical cancer offers a promising new treatment option without the risk of significant adverse effects.6

Traditional vaccines have been based on live-attenuated or killed microorganisms derived from pathogenic viruses or
bacteria, which directly trigger the immune system to secrete neutralizing antibodies against pathogenic antigens.6–8

Importantly, currently available HPV prophylactic subunit vaccines, which induce antibody-based responses, cannot be
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used for effective cancer eradication.9,10 Fortunately, new vaccines targeting cellular immune responses are being
developed and can be applied for cancer treatment.10–12 However, the use of cancer cell homogenates or cancer-
associated proteins is associated with a risk of inducing autoimmune responses. Therefore, peptide-based antigens are
being extensively assessed in cancer vaccine designs: several of these vaccines have reached Phase III clinical trials.13,14

As an effective vaccine candidate platform, peptide-based vaccines have the potential to induce cellular immune
responses and eliminate cervical cancer using non-autoimmunogenic antigen sequences derived from cancer-associated
proteins. Peptide-based vaccines typically have increased stability during storage and transport, and they can be rapidly
obtained through a convenient and straightforward preparation method.15 Nevertheless, the low immunogenicity of
peptide-based vaccines and poor stability in vivo have been primary drawbacks. One of the most promising strategies to
overcome these problems is the introduction of nanosized delivery systems and adjuvants (immune stimulants) to
generate so-called nanovaccines.16,17 Nanoparticles mediate the stimulatory effect on the immune system through their
particle properties, such as size, charge, hydrophobicity, and surface-anchored targeting moieties.18 Optimized nanopar-
ticles can more effectively deliver bound antigen to antigen presenting cells (APCs), thereby triggering a durable and
efficient immune response.17

This review details the current global burden of cervical cancer, mechanisms of HPV infection, associated cancer
formation, and immune reactions. It also summarizes recent advances in therapeutic peptide-based vaccines against
cervical cancer, including the identification of major HPV vaccine antigens and epitopes, and appropriate vaccine
delivery systems and adjuvants. There is a strong focus on HPV peptide-based nanovaccines. Finally, we highlight the
most recent progress of preclinical and human trials of HPV peptide-based nanovaccines.

Disease Burden and Current Prophylactic Vaccines Against Cervical
Cancer
Cervical cancer is a primary public health problem. The disease has the fourth-highest reported cancer incidence in
females worldwide, ranking only after breast, colorectal, and lung cancers.19,20 According to recent statistics from the
World Health Organization, there was an estimated 569,847 cases of cervical cancer and 311,365 deaths in 2018; cervical
cancer accounted for approximately 7.5% of all female cancer deaths globally.21,22 The age-standardized prevalence of
cervical cancer was around 13.1 per 100,000 females worldwide, although there were significant differences between
countries.20 The global average age at diagnosis and death of cervical cancer patients was approximately 53 years and 59
years, respectively.20 It has been projected that cervical cancer will lead to more than 443,000 deaths annually by 2030,
with the majority of these expected in sub-Saharan Africa.23

Over the past 30 years, the incidence of cervical cancer in high-income nations has been half of that of low-income
countries due to accurate cervical screening initiatives, effective cancer treatments, and broad availability of prophylactic HPV
vaccines.24 In 2020 alone, the mortality rate of cervical cancer across all 78 low- and middle-income countries was around
13.2 per 100,000 women.24 Cervical cancer-related deaths primarily occurred in eastern, western, middle, and southern Africa,
with the highest rates recorded in Eswatini.20 It has been estimated that cervical cancer cases and associated mortality in low-
income countries are 6 and 18 times higher, respectively, compared with wealthier countries.24–27 In addition, a third of global
cervical cancer burden was associated with China and India, with 106,000 and 97,000 new cases diagnosed per year,
respectively.20 In contrast, cervical cancer incidence and prevalence are remarkably lower in high-income nations, and the
survival rate of cervical cancer patients is higher than in undeveloped and developing nations. In 2018, the American Cancer
Society reported that around 13,240 women suffered from invasive cervical cancer, with approximately 4170 deaths. The one-
year and five-year survival rates of cervical cancer are approximately 87% in the United States of America.19,28 In contrast,
survival rates in Uganda and Gambia’s are less than 25%.19

Epigenetics and HPV strain type are two pathogenic risk factors responsible for the development of fatal cancers in
the cervix. Approximately 70–75% of cervical cancer cases are caused by high-risk HPVs, such as HPV-16 and HPV-18,
while five additional oncogenic HPVs (HPV-31, HPV-33, HPV-45, HPV-52, and HPV-58) have been shown to elicit 15–
30% of cervical cancer cases.29–32
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Since the discovery of HPV oncoproteins and pathogenic factors regulate the generation and maintenance of HPV-
associated malignancies, with the consistent induction of cervical cancer, which significantly encourages the devel-
opment of HPV vaccines, including both prophylactic and therapeutic vaccines.33 However, the current success of
HPV vaccines is available in the prophylactic vaccines. At present, the administration of prophylactic HPV vaccine,
namely, GlaxoSmithKline’s Cervarix®, and Merck’s Gardasil® and Gardasil® 9 vaccines, is regarded as the primary
prevention measure for HPV infections and cervical cancer.34,35 The bivalent HPV vaccine, Cervarix®, targets HPV
types −16 and −18; the quadrivalent HPV vaccine, Gardasil®, targets HPV types −6, −11, −16 and −18; and the nine-
valent HPV vaccine, Gardasil® 9, targets HPV types −6, −11, −16, −18, −31, −33, −45, −52 and −58.36 The three
vaccines have been designed based on non-infectious virus-like particles (VLPs), which contain HPV capsid protein
L1, produced in eukaryotic systems.9,37,38 Gardasil® and Gardasil® 9 contain an aluminum adjuvant, whereas
Cervarix® contains monophosphoryl lipid A-based adjuvant (AS04).39,40 Through clinical trial testing, these vaccines
have proven to be highly immunogenic, safe, efficient, and capable of stimulating antibody-based responses against
HPV infection.40,41 They are able to protect up to 100% of females 9 to 26 years of age against HPV-associated
cervical cancer.41,42

However, prophylactic HPV vaccines do not confer any cross-protection against further carcinogenic HPVs, and
roughly 20% to 30% of malignancies associated with these viruses are unavoidable.39 Also, following vaccination with
Cervarix®, Gardasil®, or Gardasil® 9, a small number of users reported moderate side effects (eg, pain, inflammation, and
erythema) at the injection site, diarrhea, and nausea.43 While the available prophylactic vaccines have proven effective at
protecting the host against HPV infection, they do not eradicate tumor cells. Hence, it is essential to develop therapeutic
peptide-based vaccines that can directly kill tumor cells and reduce the number of cancer-related deaths.

Human Papillomaviruses (HPVs) and Infection
HPV Genotypes and Risks
HPV is a double-stranded, circular DNAvirus within the family Papillomaviridae. The family includes five genera (α, β, γ, μ,
and ν), 48 species, and 206 genotypes.44–46 Initial experiments to detect the relationship between HPVs and cervical cancer
date back to 1972.47 HPVs genotypes can be classified into high-risk and low-risk, according to their oncogenic potential: 15
HPV genotypes (HPV-16, −18, −31, −33, −35, −39, −45, −51, −52, −56, −58, −59, −68, −73, and −82) are considered high-
risk HPVinfection types that can cause invasive and fatal cervical cancer in females, and three other HPV genotypes (HPV-25,
−53, and −66) are considered to be possible high-risk types that might trigger cervical cancer.39,48–50 HPV-16 (55%) and HPV-
18 (12.8%) are particularly carcinogenic, accounting for up to 70% of all cervical cell lesions.51,52 High-risk HPVs have been
shown to directly modify the function of normal cell proteins, in addition to influencing gene expression.53 For example,
through microarray analysis, high-risk HPV-31 was reported to up- and down-regulate 178 and 150 cellular genes, respec-
tively, affecting normal cell growth, several keratinocyte-specific genes, and/or interferon (IFN)-responsive genes.53,54 In
contrast, low-risk HPVs (HPV-6, −11, −40, −42, −43, −44, −54, −61, −70, −72, −81, and −89) rarely elicit malignant
carcinomas.55 Skin lesions related to low-risk HPVs are typically self-limiting, non-life-threatening and can be eradicated by
host immune responses.55 However, a small number of susceptible individuals with congenital immunodeficiency, whose
innate immune system cannot detect the invasion of low-risk HPVs and effectively eliminate them, can develop recurrent
respiratory papillomatosis and epidermodysplasia verruciformis (EV), resulting in an increased risk of suffering from
cancers.55,56

HPV Genome and Functions
HPV is a non-enveloped small DNA virus (55 nm in diameter) containing approximately 8000 base pairs.46,56,57 The
HPV genome contains eight to ten open reading frames, which can be divided into three regions: early gene coding
region (E), late gene coding region (L), and long control region (LCR) of the non-coding region (Figure 1).46,58

Functionally, the early genes (E1–E2, E4–E7) are expressed at different stages of the HPV cycle and are responsible
for viral replication and protein regulation; two of them (E6 and E7) are primary oncogenic factors.59 The late genes
encode the two late capsid proteins, L1 and L2.59 Non-coding LCR is composed of the p97 core promoter and regulatory
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sequence elements (enhancer and silencer sequences) responsible for regulating genetic information transmission in open
reading frames.49,53

The particle structure of the HPV virus is an icosahedral capsid composed of 72 capsomers (Figure 2A).53 The late
gene region encodes the viral capsid proteins, and each viral capsid is composed of five L1 and twelve L2 proteins.61

Capsid L1 protein contains five monomeric 55 kDa units, while minor capsid L2 protein contains 12 copies of 74 kDa
units.62 L1, as the main capsid protein, can spontaneously associate with icosahedral capsid particles. As a secondary
capsid protein, L2 can bind to a specific region of L1 and help the capsid assemble viral DNA to form a virion. However,
L2 lacks the ability to form virus particles autonomously.63

Early gene coding regions are responsible for DNA replication, transcription, and the carcinogenic transformation of
HPV viruses.61 Briefly, the E1 and E2 genes promote viral replication by interacting with specific regions in the HPV

Figure 1 The HPV genome and gene functions. HPVs are typical non-enveloped double-stranded DNA viruses, with circular and approximately 8000 pairs in size. Most
encode eight major genes, six genes located in the early regions and two in the late regions. The early genes can regulate the HPV genome replication and transcription, viral
release, celling signaling and viral apoptosis, immune modulation, and structural modification of infected cells.60

Figure 2 (A) Structure of HPV; (B) changes of epithelial cells in the cervix following HPV infection. (B): a. Viral infection and its early gene expression phase: HPV virus
invade the basal layer of the stratified epithelium and initiates early gene (E1 and E2) expression. The oncogenic virus quickly amplifies into 50–100 copies per cell in E1- and
E2-dependent manners, with a low copy number of HPV episomes maintained via replication with cellular DNA; b. Viral gene latter expression and amplification phase: one
infected cell remains in the basal layer, while other cells continue to enter the suprabasal layer. The episomal DNA sequence of HPV diffuses into the nucleus of infected cells.
There, it undergoes genetic replication and assembly; c. Viral particle assembly and release phase: the life cycle is directly controlled by differentiation of the host cell, where
HPV viruses are released from keratinocytes.
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genome replication origin and co-opting cellular DNA replication components.64 E1 encodes virus-specific DNA heli-
case, which is highly conserved and directly activates the replication and amplification of HPV.46 Transcription,
replication, and genome portioning of HPV are controlled by E2.49,64 The control of gene amplification, virus synthesis,
release, and transmission has been associated with the E4 proteins.65 Furthermore, high-risk E4 proteins form amyloid
fibers, which are used as biomarkers to diagnose HPV infection.65 The E5 gene product (about 80 amino acids) is present
in all high-risk HPV types; it promotes tumor progression as an early oncoprotein. E5 is, therefore, considered to be
a promising therapeutic target.66 It is expressed in the early stage of replication, forming small, hydrophobic, single
membrane-spanning proteins that bind with platelet-derived growth factor receptors and epidermal growth factor
receptors, leading to apoptosis and proliferation of normal cells and evasion of host immune responses.46,67 Research
on the E5 protein has been challenging due to its small size, hydrophobicity, membrane localization, and low secretion
level.66

Finally, E6 and E7 are important oncoproteins necessary for malignant conversion. They undergo continuous
expression and retention throughout the life cycle of HPV-positive cancer cells. Inhibition of E6 and E7 protein
expression causes senescence and apoptosis in indefinitely proliferating cancer cells.68 E6 and E7 proteins are responsible
for a variety of hallmark cancer pathways, namely, evasion of growth suppressors, blocking of the normal cellular life
cycle, promotion of tumor cell proliferation and differentiation, and resistance to cancer cell death.3,59 Consequently, E6
and E7 are the main targets for therapeutic vaccine development.3

E6, as a major oncoprotein, is approximately 150–160 amino acids in length and around 18 kDa in mass.3,69 E6
proteins contain four CXXC motifs, which can form two zinc fingers. Breaking any conserved regions can interfere with
the activity of HPV E6 proteins.69 All zinc-finger domains are preceded by one hydrophilic amino-terminal region,
divided by a hydrophobic domain, and subsequently linked with a short carboxy-terminal domain.69 High-risk HPV E6
proteins can degrade tumor suppressor p53 and PDZ proteins, which are the key regulatory factors in the E6 oncogenic
pathway, augmenting the activation of telomerase and increasing tumor cell growth remarkably.69,70 Without the
secretion of p53 in vivo, tumor cells proliferate uncontrolled and invasion persists.71 The E6 gene can also methylate
the promoter of interferon-kappa (IFN-κ) and inhibit IFN-κ and other cytokines participating in the regulation of immune
response, thereby promoting persistent infection by the HPV virus.72

E7 is a small phosphoprotein of about 100 amino acids. It contains three conserved regions (CR1, CR2, and
CR3).3,73 A small part of the sequence from CR1 and the entire CR2 region are similar to adenovirus E1A proteins and
the large T antigen of simian virus 40 (SV40).3 Conserved sequences (“LXCXE” motifs) are located in CR2 and bind to
retinoblastoma tumor suppressor protein (pRb). CR3 is located at the C-terminal region of E7 and consists of two
CXXC zinc-binding motifs separated by 29–30 amino acid residues.74 The conserved region is sufficient to control
zinc-dependent dimerization, and it regulates the cell cycle and apoptosis.75–77 The CR2 region is implicated in
complex formation with pRb due to the existence of the paramount pRb-binding core sequence LXCEX and an
enzymic site for casein kinase II (CKII).74 By encoding oncoproteins, E7 causes controlled cell proliferation by
binding and inactivating regulatory repressor pRb, which is the most significant target in the E7 regulatory
pathway.68 Specifically, the transcription factor E2F is an essential regulator of cell cycle entry into the S-phase, and
is also a downstream target of pRb.46,78 When cells are infected by HPV, the E7 gene product binds to pRb, producing
the E7-pRb complex. This interferes with the normal function of pRb, which triggers the activation of E2F and
prematurely initiates the S-phase of the cell life cycle, affecting HPV DNA synthesis and replication and the
proliferation of cervical cancer cells.68,79

Pathogenesis of HPV
HPVs infect epidermal or mucosal epithelial cells. Most infections are cleared by the host’s immune system. However,
persistent HPV infections not cleared by the immune system led to benign cervical lesions. Cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia (CIN) is commonly classified into three stages: CIN1, CIN2, and CIN3. CIN1 is the low-grade lesion stage
characteristic of a variety of HPV infections. More than 80% of CIN1 cases are cleared by the immune system within
several months.52,56 However, HPV infection not cleared by innate immune responses can develop into CIN2/3 as high-
grade CIN lesions, eventually causing invasive cervical cancer (Figure 2B).52,58
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Micro-wound is the primary pathway for HPVs to infect multi-layered stratified epithelium in the ectocervix, whereby
the virus can enter the basal lamina.48,80,81 Infected basal cells form a reservoir for cervical cancer infections.81 In the
early stage of the HPV life cycle, the early promoter can be activated in the infected basal layer cell to initiate expression
of the E1 viral helicase that interacts with E2. The viral episomes are then rapidly replicated and amplified.48,81 At this
stage, the viral genome maintains a low level of intact genome replication.81,82 As infected basal cells begin to divide,
their daughter cells progressively migrate to the upper layers, accompanied by epithelial differentiation. Subsequently,
cell division accelerates bulk amplification of the viral genome, triggering late gene expression and completing virosome
assembly and release.81,83

Immune Response to HPV Infection
The human immune system has two fundamental responses: innate and adaptive (Figure 3), which protect the body from
pathogens, as well as toxic and allergenic substances. The innate immune system is the first line of defense and provides
a general protective response against microbial invaders and foreign proteins. It is non-specific, short-term, and non-
inducible. This system includes physical barriers (skin or epithelial cell layer), mucosal layers, the gastrointestinal and
genitourinary tracts, and epithelial cilia that prevent pathogens from entering the host.84 In addition, it uses chemicals and
non-specific immune cells, such as natural killer cells, phagocytes, dendritic cells (DCs), and mast cells from bone
marrow progenitors, to attack and kill invading pathogens.84

Sustained invasion by pathogens can trigger adaptive immune responses (Figure 3). The distinctive feature of the
adaptive immune response is the establishment of a specific, long-term immune memory. Generally, an adaptive
immune response needs around 7–14 days to establish. The adaptive immune response expresses a strong host defense
for secondary infections due to the prolonged immune response. When the host is restimulated, memory cells trigger
a faster and more effective immune response. The adaptive immune response also involves the secretion of specific
cytokines (eg, interleukin (IL)-4, IL-10, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-β, interferon (IFN)-γ) that bind to specific

Figure 3 Human immune responses against invasive pathogens. The human immune system has been classified into two general groups, including innate and adaptive
immune responses. Innate immune cells stimulate rapid reactions, whereas adaptive immune cells have a delayed response, producing immunological memory.86 Rapid
responding innate cells include polymorphonuclear cells, mast cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells, which are capable of internalizing and destroying invading microbes as
well as the secretion of cytokines and proinflammatory chemokines, inducing other immune cells to the site of infection. Macrophages and DCs, as antigen-presenting cells
(APCs), is capacity to ingest pathogens and produce pathogen peptides on their cell surface, which can be recognized by major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and
MHC-II, with the induction of cellular immune response and humoral immune response, respectively.
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receptors on the surface of immune cells, triggering cellular signaling cascades that regulate immune defenses against
antigens.84,85

The innate immune response recognizes pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) through pattern recognition
receptors (PRRs) on the surface of antigen-presenting cells (APCs). APCs take up endocytosed or phagocytized cells and
cleave invading pathogens (or antigens) into small peptides. These are then presented by major histocompatibility
complex (MHC)-I or MHC-II, which can be recognized by CD8 cells or CD4 cells, respectively, resulting in the
stimulation of cellular and/or humoral immunity against invasive pathogens.

The MHC-I stimulation pathway activates cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs, CD8+ T cells), which secrete cytokines to
target and kill infected cells or tumor cells: this is the foremost immune pathway to eliminate tumor cells.87 CTLs primarily
recognize pathogenic antigens derived from intracellular proteins, while humoral immunity is associated with extracellular
antigens and antibody-based immune responses.87 However, cellular immunity against tumor invasion is stimulated by
tumor antigens, which are specific antigen substances secreted in tumor cells. Typical tumor antigens are comprised of
tumor-specific antigens (TSA) that only exist on tumor cells,88–90 and tumor-associated antigens (TAA),91–93 which can be
expressed in high levels in cancer cells but may also be found in lower levels in healthy cells.

Both cytotoxic and humoral immune responses require activation of T helper cells (Th, CD4+ T cells).87 CD4+

T helper 1 (Th1) cells can secrete different proinflammatory cytokines, including interleukin (IL)-2, IL-10, tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)-α, and interferons, which are the hallmarks of mediated immune responses. Secreted proinflam-
matory cytokines can activate cytotoxicity against tumor pathogens, enhance anti-tumoral abilities of macrophages and
natural killer cells, and increase tumor antigen presentation. CD4+ T helper 2 (Th2) cells can produce several anti-
inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-10, and IL-13, and promote B cells to antibodies against helminths,
infections, and allergic disorders.94

Under normal conditions, Th1 and Th2 immunity are balanced;95 the existence of tumor cells can interfere with this
balance. Following the downregulation of adaptive immunity, Th2 immunity is enhanced and Th1 immunity decreases,
allowing tumor progression. A shift towards Th1 immunity, in contrast, can lead to tumor regression.95

Cancer immune therapeutics and vaccines are designed to trigger cellular immune responses targeting intracellular
antigens. Specifically, vaccine candidates need to be presented as endogenous antigens that are processed in the
proteasome of the host cytoplasm and presented by MHC I to CD8+ T cells, generating a cell-mediated immune
response. Cell-mediated immunity established by this pathway is essential for the elimination of HPV-infected cells.

Anticancer Vaccines
As the pivotal public health tool, the main principle of vaccination is the stimulation of adaptive immunity and immune
memory to provide long-term protection against infections or diseases, reducing or eliminating the risk of invasive
diseases or disease-related complications, without triggering any considerable side effects.6 As the second line of
immune defense, the adaptive immune system recognizes antigens with high concentricity and specificity.6

Prophylactic vaccination aims to activate adaptive immunity and induce neutralizing antibodies prior to natural infection.
On the other hand, therapeutic vaccines, which utilize the cellular arm of the immune system, seek to specifically target
existing disease/infection.96 However, triggering adaptive immunity against tumor cells is difficult, as these cells are
similar to normal human cells and, therefore, are often tolerated by the immune system. Fortunately, in the case of
cervical cancer, non-human proteins (derived from the virus) can be targeted by tumor-specific cell immune responses, as
they are independent of central tolerance mechanisms.97

Over the past decades, various types of vaccines have been designed to enhance CTL-based immune responses
against cervical cancer, including vaccines based on peptides, proteins, nucleic acids (DNA and RNA), whole cells, and
vectors (bacterial and viral) (Table 1).10,33 Among them, peptide-based vaccines generate the most controlled immune
responses as they only use minimal antigen components. They are developed through meticulous antigen selection and
the use of purpose-designed adjuvants, which have allowed remarkable breakthroughs in preclinical and clinical
development of therapeutic cervical cancer vaccines.6,13,98
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Development of Peptide-Based Therapeutic HPV Vaccine
Peptide-based vaccines utilize the minimal components (epitopes) from pathogenic or oncoproteins to induce a specific
immune response against infections and cancers.15,16,98,101 Peptide vaccines can be commonly produced at a large scale
and in stable and water-soluble form.15 Compared to new types of vaccines (including live vector-based vaccines, DNA
vaccines, and RNA vaccines), peptide-based vaccines are easily and exclusively produced by chemical synthetic
approaches, directly avoiding all biological contaminations of the antigens without the induction of allergic and
autoimmune responses.102,103 Furthermore, synthesized peptides can be fully and precisely characterized as a chemical
entity, with the utilization of classical analysis methods (including mass spectrometry and high-performance liquid
chromatography). Peptide sequences can be simply produced and easily reproduced as well as fast and cost-effective due
to the use of solid-phase peptide systems with automatic synthesizers and the application of microwave techniques, with

Table 1 Features of the Most Common Therapeutic Vaccine Candidates Against Cervical Cancers6,99,100

Vaccine
Type

Vaccine Composition Immuno-
Genicity

Toxicity Advantages Disadvantages

Viral/
bacterial
vector

Tumor and/or viral antigens induced

by oncogenesis are delivered by live

attenuated bacterial/viral vectors

High High ● Highly immunogenic

signal with broad immunity

● Wide range of vector
selection

● Easy large-scale

production
● Can be engineered

● Several undesired side-effects,

such as pre-existing antiviral

immunity and inheritable
immune defects

● Limited efficacy: reuse the

same vector
● Redundant responses to

vectors

Antigen-
primed
dendritic
cells (DCs)

Personalized isolation and

cultivation of DCs in cancer patients

High Low ● Role as natural adjuvants

● Easily control antigen

presentation and antigen
presenting cell (APC)

stimulation

● Very expensive

● Requires a leukapheresis

facility
● Difficult to consistently

produce with large yields

Whole
tumor cells

Isolated and manipulated tumor

cells ex vivo

Moderate High ● Significantly broad and

does not require clear
definition of antigens

● Allogeneic cells produced

on a large scale

● Unstable efficacy and purity of

vaccines
● Time-consuming and

expensive to produce

● Risk of implanting new cancers
● Risk of autoimmune responses

Nucleic
acid-based

Injection DNA plasmid/RNA
replicon: encodes target antigens

Moderate Moderate ● Mimics natural antigen
presentation, good efficacy

● Can be engineered and

express multiple genes

● Poor stability, cold chain
required

● Requires an effective (but

often toxic) delivery system

Peptide-
based

Antigenic peptides: about 6–20

amino acids, with adjuvant and/or
delivery system

Moderate Low ● Safe, stable, easy to

manufacture
● Multiple adjuvants and

delivery systems can be

used

● Low immunogenicity, requires

a strong adjuvant
● Problematic delivery

● Limitation in MHC-specificity

Protein-
based

Fusion proteins, with adjuvant Moderate Low ● Multiple epitopes in one

pathogenic protein
● Easy large-scale

production

● No limitation in MHC-
specificity

● Low immunogenicity, requires

strong adjuvant
● More expensive than peptide-

based subunit vaccine

● Risk of triggering undesired
immune responses
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higher purity and yield, in comparison to new types of vaccines.15 Peptides can be designed to bind specific objectives
based on the selection of one or multiple epitopes against invasive pathogens.15

Unfortunately, peptide vaccine antigens bearing B cell and/or CD8+ epitopes often lack Th epitopes, which
significantly reduces vaccine efficacy.17 Furthermore, peptides can be easily cleaved by peptidases.29,78,80 Finally,
peptides are not promptly recognized by APCs, so do not have the ability to stimulate significant immune response on
their own. As a result, peptides must be administered with strong adjuvant, an appropriate delivery system and multiple
dosing is usually required.17,99 One of the most promising strategies to overcome these shortcomings is the use of
nanoparticle-based delivery systems/adjuvants.17,101 Therefore, the selection of antigenic epitopes, immunostimulatory
adjuvants, and delivery systems (or vaccine formulation) are all crucial elements in the development of effective
anticancer vaccine (Figure 4).15

Selection of Antigenic Epitopes
The first prerequisite for the development of peptide-based vaccines is the determination of antigenic proteins from
which appropriate epitopes can be selected.11 To achieve broad coverage of a wide range of pathogen subtypes, peptide-
based vaccine must contain highly conserved epitopes or a combination of diverse, variable epitopes.15 Generally,
antigen epitopes can be classified as B or T cell (CD4+ or CD8+) epitopes that can trigger humoral and cellular immune
responses. HPV therapeutic peptide-based vaccines have to trigger cellular immunity and, therefore, CD8+ and CD4+

epitopes need to be incorporated in vaccine formulations.
The most important factor in antigen selection is how epitopes bind to the MHC molecule.104 MHC I and MHC II

molecules have similar 3D-structures with bound peptides located in a groove formed by two α-helices. The type of bond

Table 2 Epitope Sequences of Peptide-Based Therapeutic HPV Vaccines

Gene of HPV Epitope and Sequence Activation in Immune
Response

Ref

HPV-16 E7 E748-54 (DRAHYNI) CD4+ T cell 115

E750-62 (AHYNIVTFCCKCD) 115

E749-57 (RAHYNIVTF) CD8+ T cell 115

E77-15 (TLHEYMLDL) 118

E711-20 (YMLDLQPETT) 118

E782-90 (LLMGTLGIV) 118

E86-93 (TLGIVCPI) 119

E767-75 (LCVQSTHVD) 119

HPV-16 E6 E629-38 (TIHDIILECV) CD8+ T cell 121

E643-57 (QLLREVYDFAFRDL) 122

E650-57 (YDFAFRDL) 124

E649-57 (VYDFAFRDL) 120

E6127-135 (DKKQRFHNI) 119

HPV-16 E5 E525-33 (VCLLIRPLL) CD8+ T cell 126

E563-71 (YIIFVYIPL) 127

E564-78 (IPLFLIHTHARFLIT) Both CD4+ T cell and CD8+

T cell

127

E550-63 (SAFRCFIVYIIFVY) 126
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between peptide residues and the MHC molecule is affected by the charge distribution, shape, and hydrophobicity of the
binding groove. The binding site for MHC class I molecules is a groove that can only hold about 8–11 amino acids with
its C-terminal end binding to the F-pocket due to closure of the binding groove at both ends by conserved tyrosine
residues.15,104,105 In contrast, the binding grooves of MHC class II molecules are open and can bind peptide ligands of
11–20 amino acids in length as the N-terminal ends can extend from the P1 pocket.104 The number of distinct short
peptides that exist creates a massive T cell epitope space to be explored.105 In each MHC class molecule, the promotion
of peptide exchange for certain peptides can be achieved via specific “catalysts”, including tapasin for MHC class I and
HLA-DM for MHC classes II. These catalysts are similar to enzymes that can reduce the energy barrier for peptide
exchange without breaking formed covalent bonds during the exchange reaction.106 Additionally, human leukocyte
antigen (HLA) genes encode peptide-presenting MHC molecules, which are polygenic and strongly polyallelic. Different
HLA alleles encode MHC mutants with different peptide binding and T-cell receptor binding priorities.105 Thus, selection
of CTL epitopes must consider both immunogenicity and compatibility with a wide range of HLA alleles.

The current reliance on computational methods to predict epitopes has opened up a new mindset in vaccine design,
introducing the concept of reverse vaccinology, which involves the process of vaccine development through immunoinfor-
matics to evaluate multiple proteomes, identify and select target epitopes, and overlap epitope combinations.107 Avariety of
antigen prediction tools exist, which can be broadly classified as position specific scoring matrix (PSSM)-based, artificial
intelligence (AI)-based, structure-based methods, and meta-analysis studies (mixture of other methods).108,109 Among
them, MAPP, NetCTL, NetCTLpan, MHCpathway and PickPocket are the most popular data-driven methods.104,110

A systematic and detailed review of MHC I/II epitope design tools for peptide-based HPV vaccines has been previously
presented by Kaliamurthi et al.107 The group also reported the identification of HPV-45 and HPV-58 genotypic epitopes
based on computational immunology and structural vaccinology approaches.111,112

Application of Antigenic Epitopes in Therapeutic HPV Peptide-Based Vaccines
E6 and E7 proteins are the two major oncogenes of HPV-associated cancers. These proteins regulate the life cycle of host
cells through multiple pathways, and they are excellent targets for cervical cancer therapeutic peptide-based vaccines.100,113

However, this implies that immunization against specific epitopes of E6 and E7 can precisely induce and target CTL

Figure 4 Schematic process of the development of peptide-based vaccines. The whole and successful process of developing peptide-based vaccines is classified into six main
steps, including the identification of pathogens and target proteins, selection of antigen epitopes, vaccine formulation to build vaccine candidates, in vivo trials of peptide-
based vaccine candidates, clinical trials of vaccine candidates, and final vaccination and immunization in humans against infectious diseases.
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responses (Table 2).113 Most therapeutic peptide-based vaccine candidates against HPV have used E7 epitopes as the
antigen because of its high affinity to retinoblastoma protein (pRb), effective control of the early HPV life cycle, elimination
of tumor immortalization, and its capacity to produce a more effective cellular immune response compared to E6.96

HPV-16 E7 protein epitope, E743-77 (GQAEPDRAHYNIVTFCCKCDSTLRLCVQSTHVDIR) comprises one CD8+

T cell epitope (E749-57, RAHYNIVTF) and two CD4+ T cell epitopes (E748-54, DRAHYNI; E750-62,
AHYNIVTFCCKCD).114 Its shorter version, 8Q epitope (E744-62, QAEPDRAHYNIVTFCCKCD), was also widely
studied.115 Tindle’s team demonstrated that E748-54-activated cells from mouse lymph nodes produced cytotoxin against
tumor cells.116 Furthermore, E744-62 epitope was able to induce antibody production (as it is carrying B-cell epitope, as
well).116 HPV-16 E77-15 (TLHEYMLDL), E711-20 (YMLDLQPETT), E782-90 (LLMGTLGIV), E86-93 (TLGIVCPI), E767-75
(LCVQSTHVD) were also confirmed to be CD8+ T cell epitopes, differentially restricted to HLA alleles.117,118

Modification of epitope structure may significantly alter immune responses. When 8Q C-terminus pentapeptide
fragment (QAEPDRAHYNIVTFCCKCD) was altered to avoid disulphide bond formation, producing shortened 8Qmin

(E744-57, QAEPDRAHYNIVTF), 8QSer (QAEPDRAHYNIVTFSSKSD), and 8QLys (QAEPDRAHYNIVTFSKKK), only
8Qmin maintained the ability to stimulate strong CTL responses.115 8QSer and 8QLys were likely not processed appropriately
in DCs and, thus, did not activate the MHC I pathway.115

HPV-16 E649-57 (VYDFAFRDL) was found to be a typical CTL immunodominant epitope, with restriction to the HLA-
A24 allele.119,120 E687-95 (CYGYTTL) and E698-106 (QYNKPLCDL) were similarly HLA-A24-restricted CTL epitopes,
but their affinities to HLA molecules were not consistent.120 As a CTL epitope, E629-38 (TIHDIILECV) was only effective
in limited cervical carcinoma cell lines due to a low release of inflammatory cytotoxin by HPV 16 E629-38-specific
T cells.120 Multiepitope peptide-based vaccine, including a combination of HPV-16 E643-57 (QLLREVYDFAFRDL), E7
8Qmin,121 E643-57, E7 8Q,122 E650-57 (YDFAFRDL), and E749-57 epitopes, is one possible solution to overcome this issue.123

An HPV-16 multiepitope vaccine candidate was designed to present multiple CTL epitopes of H2-Db and H2-Kb restricted,
E649-57, E6127-135 (DKKQRFHNI), E749-57, and E767-75. It activated specific T cells and inhibited tumor growth.118

Moreover, vaccine candidates constructed of long, overlapping peptides are selected peptide sequences from E7/E6
oncogenic proteins overlapping with their neighbored peptides. As an HPV vaccine, the multiepitope candidate had
a high binding affinity to MHC molecules, was directly taken up by APCs, facilitated the MHC I stimulation pathway to
activate cellular immunity, secreted cytotoxin, and offered a wide range of allele coverage.87,124

E5 protein can also be a potential target for therapeutic vaccine development, as it is expressed in the early stages of
HPV infection and is responsible for both pro-apoptotic factors and tumor survival pathway modulation, the oncogenic
cell cycle, and tumor proliferation.125 Based on immunoinformatics analysis, Kumar et al identified the most potent MHC
I and MHC II antigenic determinants in E5 to be E550-63 (SAFRCFIVYIIFVY) and E564-78 (IPLFLIHTHARFLIT),
respectively.125 In addition, reverse immunology confirmed that E525-33 (VCLLIRPLL) and E563-71 (YIIFVYIPL) had the
ability to induce cell-mediated immune responses and affected tumor growth in the C3 cell line of a preclinical mouse
model.126

As mentioned above, CD4+ epitopes were identified in HPV proteins; however, universal T helper epitopes,
unrelated to HPV, can also be applied in vaccine design. This is because, in contrast to CD8+ and B cell epitopes,
CD4+ epitopes do not need to be pathogen-specific. Universal T helper epitopes are the MHC-II antigenic determinants
that cover a broad range of HLA alleles in the global population and stimulate universal immune responses.15,127 For
example, Pan DR epitope peptide (PADRE; AKFVAAWTLKAAA) stimulates human peripheral blood mononuclear
cells to produce more vital immune stimulation than natural Th epitopes.128 This artificial epitope demonstrated its
efficacy and safety in clinical trials.129–131 When incorporated in HPV vaccine, PADRE induced specific proliferation
responses and was well tolerated in patients with advanced cervical carcinoma.130,131 The addition of influenza virus
haemagglutinin-derived CD4+ peptide (HA307-319, PKYVKQNTLKLAT-C) and tetanus toxin-derived CD4+ peptide
(TT830-844, CG-QYIKANSKFIGITEL) also increased HPV-associated specific antitumor activity in pre-clinical
studies.132
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Adjuvants and Delivery Systems in Peptide-Based HPV Therapeutic
Vaccines
To stimulate immune responses against a peptide and avoid immune tolerance in the tumor microenvironment, a suitable
adjuvant is essential. Adjuvants serve mainly as Toll-like receptor (TLR) agonists.15,133 TLRs commonly recognize
a variety of PAMPs, activating signaling pathways leading to the production of inflammatory cytokines and inducing
innate, or even adaptive immune responses.134

In addition to aluminum salts (alum), the only widely approved adjuvant for use in human vaccines, other adjuvants,
such as MF59, AS01, CpG-ODN, AF03, AS03, and AS04, have gradually been endorsed for human use in certain
vaccines and countries over the past 20 years.135 Aluminum-based adjuvants are poor stimulators of cellular immune
responses, so they are frequently used in prophylactic HPV vaccines rather than therapeutic vaccines; for example, HPV-
16/18 AS04 (monophosphoryl lipid A with aluminum hydroxide)-adjuvanted vaccine (Cervarix®-GSK) had high,
sustained IgG levels in clinical trials and was authorized in 2007.136,137 Squalene-based emulsion adjuvants, such as
MF59, AF03, and AS03, have been commonly used for vaccine candidates to promote strong humoral and cellular
immune responses against invasive pathogens.135 Other emulsion-based adjuvants, complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA)
and incomplete Freund’s adjuvant (IFA)-based Montanide ISA 51 and 720, were examined in HPV therapeutic vaccine
formulations.96,116,138 In addition, synthetic oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs) containing CpG motifs form the important
CpG-ODN adjuvants, which stimulate APCs and activate humoral and cellular immune responses. CpG-ODN has been
broadly used in therapeutic cancer vaccines in both preclinical and clinical trials due to its high affinity with TLR-9,
prolongation of CD8+ T cells in cellular immunity, and good safety profile.139

A variety of experimental adjuvants and self-adjuvanting nanoparticle-based delivery systems have also been tested to
stimulate stronger CTL responses against cervical cancer, especially for peptide-based antigens (Table 3). These include
nanoparticle-based systems, such as polymeric nanostructures, liposomes, and virus-like particles.140 Nanoparticles can
mimic pathogens, are more readily taken up by APCs, are more likely to reach the lymphatic system, can accumulate in
lymph nodes, and, most importantly, can induce CTL responses by loading internalized antigen on MHC I molecules via
antigen cross-presentation.15,141

Emulsion-Based Adjuvants
Two types of emulsions: water-in-oil and oil-in-water, are utilized in vaccine delivery systems. Water-in-oil emulsions
can directly prolong antigen presentation at the injection site as a result of the binding force between the antigen and
droplet surface. The emulsion can also protect peptide antigens against degradation in the body fluids.142,143 As early as
1991, Tindle et al demonstrated that emulsification of E748-54 in CFA stimulated T cell proliferation and cytokine

Table 3 The Use of Immunological Adjuvants in Peptide-Based Nanovaccines Against Cervical Cancer

Adjuvant Categories Name and Composition Mechanism

Aluminum salts AS04: Alum, MPL TLR4

Emulsion-based adjuvant MF59: Squalene, Tween 80, Span 85 Oil-in-water formulation

IFA Water-in-oil formulation

Microbial derivative CpG-ODN TLR9

Bacterial flagellin TLR5

Lipid analogue Lipopeptide: Pam2Cys TLR1/2

MPLA TLR4

dsRNA analogue Poly(I:C) TLR3

Cytokine GM-CSF Immunostimulatory complexes
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production in mice.116 Despite the excellent immunostimulatory properties of CFA, it contains heat-inactivated
Mycobacterium bovis that can trigger obvious side effects, such as inflammation.144 Therefore, CFA is currently only
used as a “gold standard” adjuvant in animal studies.

MontanideTM oil-based adjuvants based on incomplete Freund’s adjuvant, which does not have M. bovis components,
were broadly utilized in the formulation of peptide-based vaccines against cancers.145 For example, a vaccine formulation
containing Montanide ISA 51, which was emulsified with PADRE Th epitope and the two CTL epitopes, HPV-16 E711-20
and E786-93, was tested in 19 HLA-A*0201-positive cervical cancer patients.131 The clinical Phase I–II trials showed no
adverse effects of the formulation at three gradient doses. However, tumor regression was only observed in 4 of the 19
patients.131 Because all patients had advanced stages of cervical cancer, it was not possible to assess whether there was
a specific immune response to the vaccine candidate.

Toll-Like Receptor (TLR) Agonists
Lipopeptides
In recent decades, peptide antigens have often been mixed with or conjugated to lipid moieties to produce lipopeptides,
which are PRR agonists that can target TLR1/2 (eg, dipalmitoyl-S-glyceryl cysteine (Pam2Cys)), TLR2/6 (Pam3Cys),
and TLR2 (Pam2CSK4).132,142,146

As effective adjuvants, these lipopeptides were used in several studies to enhance the immunogenicity of peptide-
based vaccines. For example, Moyle et al conducted tumor challenge studies on the synthetic bacterial lipopeptide
adjuvant Pam2Cys conjugated to HPV-16-modified E7 protein (E7m) to form a self-assembled vaccine candidate. Mice
immunized with 25 µg of Pam2Cys-E7m 3 days after TC-1 cell tumor challenge showed slow tumor growth rate over 24
days. Mice immunized 7 days after the same tumor challenge displayed a 10% (1/10) survival rate after 60 days.147

Hussein et al developed lipoalkyne immunostimulant based on the Pam2Cys structure. Two epitopes derived from E6
and E7 proteins, E643-57 and E744-57, respectively, were conjugated together and acylated with a variety of double-chain
lipid moieties.148 In particular, the most promising self-adjuvanting lipopeptide candidate (450–750 nm) conjugated with
multi-antigens (E643-57 and E744-57) was able to trigger eradication of 46% (6/13) of 3-day-old tumors in mice. The
lipopeptide candidate induced a higher survival rate compared to Pam2Cys analogue.148

Double-chain fluorinated lipid analogues were also tested as self-assembling adjuvants. HPV-16 E744-57 and E643-57
CTL epitopes were conjugated to fluorinated lipids and self-assembled into spherical particles (10–15 nm).149,150

However, the fluorinated lipopeptides were unable to activate a strong CTL response against tumors.149

Polyinosinic-Polycytidylic (Poly(I:C))
TLR3 ligand poly(I:C), as a dsRNA analog, induced the production of IFNs, interrupting signal transmission from the
innate immune response to adaptive immune response.151,152 A study by Wick et al demonstrated that HPV-16 E744-62
epitope adjuvanted with poly(I:C) stimulated CTL responses in immunized mice, but no immune response was observed
with a short peptide E749-57 plus poly(I:C) formulation. Therefore, they concluded that precise CTL minimal epitopes are
not the best vaccine strategy for immunization due to the limitation of HLA alleles and evasion from immunological
pressure that can be oriented toward a single epitope.153

Monophosphoryl Lipid-A (MPLA)
TLR4 agonist MPLA was approved by the FDA and has been utilized in clinical trials as a potent adjuvant to enhance
Th2, and to some extent Th1, immune responses.132 Jacoberger-Foissac et al conjugated CD4 epitope derived from HA
influenza virus protein and CD8 epitope E749-57 from HPV-16 E7 protein to liposomes carrying one adjuvant: MPLA,
TLR2/6 agonist S-[2,3-bispalmitoyloxy-(2R)-propyl]-R-cysteinyl-alanyl-glycine (Pam2CAG), or NOD1 agonist C12-iE-
DAP. C57BL/6J mice were challenged by TC-1 cells intravenously in the tail vein, followed by subcutaneous immuniza-
tions with liposomal vaccine containing 15 µg of E749-57 on days 2 and 4. Based on tumor lung nodule counts after 28
days, all three adjuvants were effective in inducing specific immune responses and eliminating tumors.132
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Bacterial Flagellin
The utilization of bacterial flagellin dates back to 1960. Flagellin is an effective agonist that binds to TLR5, stimulating
innate and adaptive immunity.154,155 Nguyen et al demonstrated that flagellin, particularly V. vulnificus FlaB, could be
used as a potent adjuvant in peptide-based vaccines against cervical cancer.123 In this study, the CTL peptide epitopes
HPV-16 E650-57 and E749-57 were administered with bacterial flagellin adjuvant to mice, resulting in the secretion of
a large amount of IFN-γ. A peptide-specific CLT immune response was stimulated and the infinite proliferation of tumor
cells controlled. Ultimately, the vaccine regulated the growth of malignant cells in the cervix and prevented lung
metastasis.

Synthetic ODN-CpG
Synthetic oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs), consisting of unmethylated CpG motifs, can complex with TLR9, affecting an
innate immune response based on the stimulation of Th1 and the secretion of inflammatory cytokines, including IL-10,
IL-4, IL-2, IFN-γ, and co-stimulatory molecules.139 ODN-CpG is the most popular and effective immunostimulatory
adjuvant for cellular immune responses and it is widely used as a component of anticancer vaccines.156,157

CpG-ODN 1826 (5’-TCCATGACGTTCCTGACGTT-3’)-based vaccine carrying mixed E525-33 peptide antigen
induced E5-specific CTL activity and tumor regression that surpassed even the positive control containing CFA in
a C57BL/6 mouse model challenge with TC-1 tumor cells.158 In another study, Yang et al assessed the single-
immunization efficacy of a series of vaccine candidates (10, 30 and 50 µg of E7-derived peptides in a mixture with ODN-
CpG 1826) in 3-day-old tumors in C57BL/6 mice challenged with TC-1 cells. All mice immunized with long peptide
HPV-16 E743-77 (50 µg)/ODN-CpG 1826 showed complete tumor eradication. However, there was no significant
difference in tumor size between the groups immunized with long peptide E743-77, or short peptide E749-57 in
a mixture with ODN-CpG 1826.159

Nanoparticle-Based Vaccines
Nanoparticles are a specific and efficient delivery platform for peptide antigens to enhance immunogenicity and stability.
Physical parameters of nanoparticles, including size, shape, and surface properties, can be relatively easily manipulated
to affect the immune responses generated against the associated antigen.17,18,160 Typically, the immune system recognizes
nanoparticles (<1 µm) with a pattern similar to that of pathogens. Small nanoparticles (20–200 nm) can enter the
lymphatic system on their own and travel to the lymph nodes. DCs readily take them up through endocytosis. In contrast,
0.5–5 µm particles are more likely to be taken up by phagocytosis by DCs and macrophages and need active transport
(via APCs) to reach the lymph nodes.161–163

The approach of nanostructure construction in peptide-based vaccines is a significant factor controlling antigen
retention and vaccine immunogenicity.164 Nanoparticles typically possess immune-stimulating properties that trigger
antigen delivery and more robust APC recognition and uptake.165 Furthermore, antigens formulated into or entrapped in
nanoparticles can avoid enzymatic degradation. Nanoparticles remain in the body for longer and are more permeable
across barriers, including mucosal tissues.160,162

Antigens can be physically mixed with nanoparticles or incorporated into them by adsorption, encapsulation,
chemical conjugation, and self-assembly (Figure 5).162,165 Physical mixture is the simplest nanoparticle manufacture
method. It is achieved by agitation of two different dispersed phases in an organic substance without significant
interactions between particles and antigens. Peptide-based vaccine candidates mixed in this way are characterized by
a weak attachment of antigens and nanoparticles and low immunogenicity.166 Adsorption is based on charge and/or
hydrophobic affinity between the peptide antigen and nanoparticle material, making antigen adhesion to nanoparticles
weak; this often results in rapid antigen disassociation after injection.162,167 Encapsulation and chemical conjugation
more strongly associate antigens with nanoparticles, enhancing their stability in vivo.162 In encapsulation, the target
antigen is encapsulated inside the nanoparticle and gradually released in vivo, preferably at specific sites, efficiently
avoiding enzymatic degradation. Conjugation is based on the formation of a chemical bond between antigen nanopar-
ticles — antigens are often exposed on the surface of nanoparticles. Finally, antigens can also be modified to enable self-
assembly of nanoparticles. Self-assembly refers to the spontaneous arrangement of molecules through non-covalent
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Figure 5 Different peptide-based nanostructures, loading strategies and mechanism. Peptide-based nanostructures include lipid-based nanoparticle, dendrimer, polymeric
micelle, nanosphere, polymeric nanoparticle and virus like particle. Peptide-based loading strategies include physical mixture, encapsulation, adsorption, self-assembly and
chemical conjugation. Mechanisms of peptide-based nanovaccines in the treatment of cervical cancer include surface pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) activation,
endosomal TLRs activation, inflammasome activation, immune cell recruitment and enhance antigen uptake.
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interactions guided by internal and external factors, such as hydrophilic to hydrophobic ratio, molecular conformation,
and environmental conditions, resulting in an ordered nanostructure.165,168

Polymeric Nanoparticles
As flexible materials, polymers comprise protracted and repeating chains of molecules.169,170 Polymers can be con-
jugated with epitopes to protect them from enzymatic degradation, control the release of antigens at a specific site, and
enhance the immunogenicity of peptide-based vaccines.162,171 Both natural and synthetic polymers have been extensively
explored and utilized for vaccine delivery, mainly when used in the form of nanoparticles.167

Naturally Occurring Polymeric Nanoparticles
The most widely used natural polymers are polysaccharides, such as chitosan, inulin, alginate, pullulan, dextran, and
hyaluronic acid.140,172 Among them, chitosan is the most commonly used natural polymer with adjuvant properties, as it
has mucosa adhesive properties, excellent permeability, biocompatibility, and biodegradability, in addition to being low
cost and broadly available.162,173,174 Chitosan is prepared from chitin, which is the paramount compound from crustacean
and fungal cell walls. It is obtained by a chemical reaction of basic deacetylation of chitin composed of β-(1–4)-chain
copolymer of D-glucosamine and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine.142,173 Chitosan and its derivatives are usually used in vaccine
formulations as polyelectrolyte-based nanoparticles.175 Generally, antigens encapsulated in chitosan particles can stimu-
late macrophages and DCs, which can migrate to lymph nodes, enhancing cellular and humoral immune responses
in vivo.176 Chitosan particles can be modified into subcellular-sized nanoparticles for mucosal administration due to their
mucoadhesive properties.142,176 However, the low solubility of chitosan reduces its utility, and the formation of
nanoparticles requires harsh acidic conditions. To overcome this, various chitosan derivatives have been produced,
including N-trimethylated chitosan (TMC), mono-N-carboxymethyl chitosan (MCC), and glycated chitosan (GC): these
significantly enhance efficacy.142,177

Synthetic Polymeric Nanoparticles
Synthetic polymer-based particles, including poly(D, L-lactide-co-glycolide; PLG), poly(γ-glutamic acid; γ-PGA), poly(D,
L-lactic-co-glycolic acid; PLGA), poly(ethylene glycol; PEG), and polyacrylates, have become the main object of
extensive research for the manufacture of peptide-based vaccines.162 PLGA, as an aliphatic polyester, is ester-
carboxylic acid-terminated and comprises different ratios of both lactic and glycolic acid.169 PLGA was approved by
the FDA and is often used for peptide-based vaccine delivery.178,179 Peptide antigens can be encapsulated inside or
adsorbed on the surface of PLGA nanoparticles to protect the antigen from degradation or dissolution before it is taken
up by APCs.180,181 Moreover, PLGA allows for slow release of the antigen from nanoparticles, regulating antigen
exposure time to the adaptive immune system.178 Controlled antigen release directly affects DCs and enhances CD8+ and
CD4+ immune responses in humans. Antigen release rate can also be controlled by modification of PLGA composition,
particle size, particle surface porosity of the matrix, and antigen loading approaches.178 The co-delivery of TLR agonists
and antigens by PLGA nanoparticles can enhance cellular immunity and implement the therapeutic approach against
cervical cancer.178 However, some drawbacks of PLGA as a peptide delivery system have emerged: the acidic micro-
environment formed during PLGA degradation causes amide bond hydrolysis, deamidation, and oxidation of the peptide,
which triggers unfolding or aggregation of the peptide chain.182 Thus, PLGA-entrapped peptide/protein suffers from
unpredictable side effects that affect its immunogenicity and toxicity.

Recently, Zhang et al developed a therapeutic HPV nanovaccine candidate with PLGA encapsulating HPV-16 E744-62.
Within the design, they introduced adenosine triphosphate (ATP) as a new adjuvant component.183 The formed
nanoparticles (about 300 nm) completely inhibited tumor growth in mice (10/10) after 49 days of TC-1 implantation,
compared to 60% (6/10) tumor elimination for E744-62-PLGA. For the tumor challenge assay, E744-62-PLGA had a 60%
survival rate after 92 days, while E744-62-PLGA plus ATP resulted in 100% survival in mice. In conclusion, the
encapsulation of PLGA enhanced the presentation of antigen to APCs and stimulated the onset of the immune response,
as well as ATP-induced DC maturation, and enhanced antigen recognition and uptake by DCs.
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Rahimian et al constructed a vaccine candidate based on a hydrophilic polyester, poly(D, L-lactic-co-hydroxymethyl
glycolic acid) (pLHMGA), which was based on lactic acid and glycolic acid with pendant hydroxyl groups.184 In the delivery
system, pLHMGA loaded HPV-16 E743-69, which was co-delivered with the TLR3 ligand, poly (I:C).184 Using the double
emulsion solvent evaporation technique, nanoparticles with a size of 400–500 nm and PDI of 0.20–0.29 were prepared. The
nanoparticles had a significant inhibitory effect on TC-1 tumor size in challenged C57BL/6 mice, induced a substantial
increase in the number of HPV-specific CD8+ T cells, and prolonged mouse survival time by three weeks, but failed to
eradicate the tumors.184 In addition, the study demonstrated that pLHMGA has high biodegradability and safety profile.

Polyacrylate is a widely used colloidal drug carrier polymer, particularly poly(acrylic acid), and its ester analogs are
easy to be synthesized and have little or no toxicity.185 As an amphiphilic dendrimer structure, polyacrylate polymer can
self-assemble nanoparticles with the desired size while loading antigenic epitopes.186 Liu et al conjugated HPV-16
E744-57 antigen to polyacrylate star-polymers with different branching levels and self-assembled them into
microparticles.187 Mice bearing TC-1 tumors (3-day-old) were immunized with polymers bearing 1, 2, 4, and 8 copies
of the epitope. The conjugates (12–17 µm) eliminated E7-positive TC-1 tumors upon single-dose immunization without
adjuvant, and survival rates (up to 90%) were higher than the positive control group (IFA-adjuvanted antigen, 40%).187 It
was also found that 8Qmin-dendritic polymer, bearing eight copies of the epitope, was quickly taken up by antigen-
presenting cells and elicited strong CD8+ cell responses without triggering TLR2 activation.188,189 Depletion studies with
anti-CD4+, anti-CD8+, and anti-NK antibodies showed that vaccine efficacy was strictly related to CTL activation.188

When mice bearing more advanced tumors (7-day-old) were immunized, the efficacy of the vaccine dropped drastically
to 20–50% survival after 90 days;121 however, it was restored once the 8Qmin-dendrimer conjugate was formulated into
liposomes (80% survival rate), effectively reducing the particle size from micrometers (about 15 µm) to nanometers
(about 140 nm).190 In contrast, when particle size was controlled by modification of polyacrylate with poly(glutamic
acid), the nanoparticles (about 430 nm) failed to improve conjugate efficacy.191

Amidi and coworkers reported that the application of thermosensitive polymer, poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide)
(pNIPAm), conjugated to HPV-16 E743-57 developed a self-assembling nanovaccine with particle diameter of about
200 nm.192 They also studied in-depth short amphiphilic peptide SA (Ac-AAVVLLLW-COOH) as self-assembling
nanovesicular structures based on hydrophobic clustering and an intermolecular hydrogen bond. In addition, they
synthesized poly(N,N-dimethyl acrylamide) (pDMAm) by polymerization reaction as a control and added CpG ODN
1826 as a supplemental adjuvant to compare in vivo antigen cross-presentation as well as tumor control. The results
showed that CpG adjuvant complemented the particle delivery system to enhance antigen cross-presentation and improve
CD8+ T cell responses. In the TC-1 tumor model, the combination of HPV-pNIPAM plus CpG and HPV-SA plus CpG
delayed tumor growth and prolonged survival in mice (p < 0.0005; p < 0.05), whereas neither the formulation without
adjuvant nor the particle delivery system was adequate for HPV tumors.

Gao's group developed an ultra pH-sensitive nanoprobe with a sharp pH response, PC7A, consisting of a copolymer
of tertiary amines with a cyclic side chain.193,194 It was physically mixed with antigen to form nanoparticles (20–50 nm)
that could facilitate the presentation of tumor antigen and activate type I stimulator of interferon genes (STING), rather
than the TLR receptor pathway.194 In the HPV TC-1 tumor model, E743-62-PC7A achieved tumor elimination in up to
50% of tumor-bearing mice after 60 days of treatment. In contrast, the combination of E743-62-PC7A with anti-PD-1
antibody resulted in 100% survival of mice implanted with TC-1 tumors after 60 days, and 90% of mice were tumor-
free.194 Similarly, the combination of this vaccine candidate with radiation therapy improved the increase in CD8+ T cells
of tumor-bearing mice and achieved better effects in distal tumors.195

Liposome Nanoparticles
Alec Bangham first observed that phospholipids could form bilayer structures in aqueous solutions; these were named
liposomes. Liposomes have been extensively used in drug and vaccine formulations due to their significant biocompat-
ibility, low toxicity, potent loading capacity, and controlled-release kinetics.196 Liposomes are one of the predominant
adjuvants for peptide-based vaccines against infectious diseases. They comprise hydrated phospholipids as one or more
bilayer structures, with polar groups oriented towards both the inner and outer aqueous phase.197 Liposomes can
encapsulate bioactive hydrophilic, hydrophobic, and amphiphilic molecules within the inner aqueous phase or lipid
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bilayers, generally protecting cargo from degradation, but also allowing its targeted delivery.196–198 The properties of
liposomes can be controlled by modification of their charge, size, lamellarity, and composition, including incorporation
of cell-specific targeting moieties.142,196,199,200

Cationic liposomes are popular carriers of antigenic peptides, rather than anionic or neutral liposomes, due to their
ability to be preferentially taken up by APCs.142 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium propane (DOTAP)/E749-57 liposome
(with 100 nm of DOTAP and 10 µg of E749-57) possessed the ability to activate DCs, stimulate antigen-specific CTLs,
and significantly inhibit 6-day-old tumor growth on day 24 in vivo. It was found that DOTAP activated MAP kinase ERK
and the p38 pathway in DCs, via triggering of chemokine and cytokine production.201 After 6 days of TC-1 tumor
inoculation, a single dose of cationic DOTAP (75 and 150 nmol/mouse) and liposomes encapsulating HPV-16 E749-57 (10
µg/mouse) showed significant tumor regression (P < 0.001 and P < 0.01, respectively) compared to untreated mice
on day 23.202 Further, to enhance the incorporation of DOTAP and E749-57 peptide, lipid modification of E749-57 was
performed through an extended KSS linked to palmitic acid. The lipopeptide modification enhanced antigen-specific CTL
response in vivo compared to the simple DOTAP/E7 formulation.203

Vasievich et al demonstrated that not only charge but also chirality of DOTAP can play an essential role in liposomes’
anti-tumor potency, as R-DOTAP isomer has more potent immune-stimulating capacity.204 Recently, the Lovell group
constructed liposomes consisting of cobalt-porphyrin-phospholipid (CoPoP), P-HAD-3D6A (a synthetic derivative of
MPLA), HPV E749-57, and QS-21 (saponin-based adjuvant), admixing with HPV-16 E749-57.205 The vaccine candidates
(100 nm) were more effective in inhibiting tumor growth than poly(I:C) mixed with antigen. Unfortunately, after
effectively shrinking the rapidly growing tumors, TC-1 tumors regrew in mice after 8 days, and the number of CD8+

T cells maintaining tumor dissipation was low. Further immune-boosting and stability studies are needed for this vaccine
candidate.

In recent years, a vaccine delivery platform named VacciMax® (VM) enclosed antigen sequences and adjuvants in
multilamellar liposomes in a water-in-oil emulsion.206 HLA-A2 transgenic mice of advanced age (48–58 weeks old)
harboring large palpable TC1/A2 tumors were used to investigate the therapeutic potential of VM-based vaccinations.
One or more peptides with human CTL epitopes derived from HPV 16 E6 and E7 proteins were included in the VM-
based vaccinations. A single peptide, a combination of four peptides, or the same four peptides joined together in a single
long peptide, were used in the formulations. Th epitope, PADRE, and CpG adjuvant were incorporated in all VM
formulations, and ISA 51 was used as the hydrophobic ingredient of the water-in-oil emulsion. Within 21 days of single
immunization, VM-formulated vaccines containing the four peptides as a physical mixture or joined together in one
continuous peptide eliminated 19-day-old established tumors.206

In similar studies, HPV-16 E749-57 peptide and adjuvant were solubilized in suitable buffer and mixed with a 10:1 (w:w)
DOPC/cholesterol mixture to produce liposome formulations called DepoVaxTM (DPX).207,208 Prior to injection, the
aqueous mixture was lyophilized into a dry cake that was reconstituted directly in oil, such as Montanide ISA 51. When
administered in a treatment protocol, preclinical testing of DPX-based vaccines demonstrated that they were efficient in
reducing tumor growth.208 These vaccinations produce antigen-specific T lymphocytes, which could be detected in the
circulation and in the tumor microenvironment.207 Combining DPX with additional immune therapies, like metronomic
cyclophosphamide (mCPA) and anti-PD-1, can boost the active immunological responses elicited by DPX.207,208 For
example, female C57BL/6 mice (10 per group) were challenged with a murine tumor model expressing HPV-16 E7.
Compared to mice treated with DPX-E749-57/mCPA immunotherapy, mice treated with anti-PD-1 in combination with
DPX-E749-57/mCPA immunotherapy experienced a considerable delay in tumor growth and a significant increase in
survival. Similar results were achieved utilizing two other tumor models, B16-F10 and HLA-A2+ ovarian tumors.207

Virus-Like Particles
Virus-like particles (VLPs) contain several recombinant viral structural proteins. Lacking viral genomes, VLPs cannot
induce replication and infection. However, they can easily deliver cargo into the APCs. VLPs range in size from 20 to
200 nm in diameter and share viruses’ ability to stimulate Th1 and CTL immune responses, similar to intracellular/
endogenous antigens.142,209 Exogenous antigens preferentially enter the MHC II pathway and interact with CD4+ T cells,
whereas VLPs can be cross-presented and bind to MHC I molecules, eventually inducing a potent CD8+ immune
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response against infectious diseases, especially cancers.142,210 VLPs, similar to other protein products, can be produced in
a variety of cells, including bacterial, insect, plant, yeast, and mammalian cell lines. Antigen can be incorporated into
VLPs by genetic engineering prior to protein expression or by conjugation to the expressed VLP by chemical coupling.
As a nanoscale adjuvant, VLPs have been used in a wide range of vaccine candidates against various infectious diseases
due to their immunogenicity, safety and efficacy.211

As early as 1997, Müller et al constructed a chimeric VLP (cVLP) consisting of the HPV-16 L1 major coat protein,
expressed to form an empty protein coat, and incorporated E71-60.212 The cVLP reached the MHC I pathway through
cytoplasmic and endoplasmic reticulum processing. Without adjuvant stimulation, cVLP showed the ability to induce
cytotoxic immune responses and specific tumor protection.213 The cVLP was proven safe in clinical trials and triggered
specific cellular immunity against E7, but histological improvement was observed in only 39% of patients.210,214

Freyschmidt et al studied how HPV-16 L1/E7 cVLPs interacted with mouse bone marrow-derived dendritic cells
(BMDCs) that were stimulated with various immunological adjuvants.215 cVLP-induced activation of C57BL/6 mice
BMDCs was augmented by lipopolysaccharides (LPS), unmethylated CpG motifs (CpG ODN), and sorbitol, as shown by
elevated levels of CD40, CD80, MHC II, and CD54 on the cell surface. After loading cVLPs onto BMDCs, CpG ODN
and sorbitol improved the presentation of Db-restricted cytotoxic T lymphocyte epitopes to HPV-16 L1- or E7-specific
T lymphocytes. In vitro priming of naive T lymphocytes by cVLP-loaded BMDCs was improved through treatment with
CpG ODN in combination with cVLPs. In comparison to cVLP injection alone, cVLP-loaded BMDCs were more
immunogenic in vivo. Antigen-specific T cell responses were further improved by CpG ODN and sorbitol, indicating that
BMDCs stimulated with CpG ODN, or sorbitol can significantly improve the immunogenicity of cVLPs.215

Monroy-Garcia et al designed an HPV-16 L1 cVLP (about 50 nm) produced from tomato plants fused with E616-30,
E737-54, E749-57, and E786-93 epitopes. In vivo tumor suppression assays demonstrated a significant 57% tumor reduction
in 2-week-old TC-1 tumor-bearing mice after immunization with three doses of cVLP administered at 2-week
intervals.216

Jemon et al developed a heterologous rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV)-based VLP vaccine, E6-RHDV-VLP-
PADRE, containing both Th epitope PADRE and CTL epitope HPV-16 E648-57. After two immunizations 1 week apart, it
reduced pre-existing 9-day-old TC-1 tumors by 50% and doubled survival time compared to the control group in C57BL/6
mice (8 per group).217 HPV-16 E745-98 was embedded in infectious bursal disease virus (IBDV) VLPs, to obtain the VLP-
E7 construct (around 45 nm). In HLA-A2 humanized transgenic C57BL/6 mice (7 per group), one single dose vaccine
achieved a 100% survival rate for up to 4 months in preclinical trials, with complete eradication of 9-day-old TC-1 tumors.
Results persisted, even when mice were rechallenged with TC-1/A2 tumor cells on day 56.218

Hepatitis B virus core antigen (HBcAg) can also efficiently self-assemble into VLPs in Escherichia coli cells,
resulting in a vaccine carrier, HBcAg VLP. Chu et al demonstrated that HBcAg VLP presenting the HPV-16 E749-57
epitope successfully stimulated specific cellular immunity and sustained effective antitumor memory cells, which was
validated by the significant elevation of IFN-γ in splenocytes.219 In treatment tests, three doses of VLP immunization
dramatically slowed tumor progression in mice with TC-1 tumors as small as 2–3 mm in diameter and as large as 8–
9 mm.219

Recently, Gomes et al chemically linked E749-57 oligomers to Qβ phage VLPs loaded with non-methylated CG motifs
(CpGs) as adjuvant.220 Mice were injected with TC-1 cells expressing the HPV16 E7 oncoprotein in order to examine the
therapeutic capacity of vaccine-induced T cells. Mice developed palpable tumors 8 days after receiving tumor cells and
were administered E7 linked or mixed to Qβ on a weekly basis for 49 days. Half (50%) of untreated mice, as well as
those injected with Qβ alone, were euthanized by day 32 with tumor size larger than 1,000 cm3. In contrary, both the
linked and mixed formulations of Qβ and E7 protein were able to produce substantial tumor growth suppression,
resulting in a survival rate of over 80% at the end of the study. Thus, covalent attachment of E7 to Qβ VLPs is not
necessary for the activation of therapeutic T cell responses against solid tumors.220

Granulocyte-Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factor as an Adjuvant
Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) is a hematopoietic growth factor and immune modulator
that can affect the function of circulating leukocytes. T cells, macrophages, endothelial cells, and fibroblasts are among
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the cell types that produce GM-CSF in response to immunological stimuli.221 GM-CSF can be applied as an immune
adjuvant of low toxicity for anticancer peptide-based vaccine development.221,222 Additionally, GM-CSF can control the
secretion of various inflammatory cytokines, including IL-1, IL-6, IL-12, TNF-α, INF-γ, IgF2a, and IL-1β.151,221 Tang
et al designed a self-assembled peptide-based nanovaccine, Tat-E7/pGM-CSF, consisting of HPV-16 E749-57 as a CTL
epitope, fused with the cell-penetrating peptide HIV-1 Tat49-57 to form a cationic fusion peptide. They then mixed it with
a negatively charged plasmid expressing GM-CSF from mice to create nanoparticles with a diameter of 20–80 nm.223 In
mice, Tat-E7/pGM-CSF produced enhanced E7-specific T cell responses. Administration of Tat-E7/pGM-CSF on days 3
and 10 after TC-1 tumor inoculation to C57BL/6 mice (10 per group) showed controlled tumor cell growth and a survival
rate of 80% at 70 days.223

Clinical Trials of Peptide-Based Vaccines Against Cervical Cancer
This review classifies clinical trials into two categories: (1) peptide-based vaccines as a single therapy, and (2)
combination therapy of peptide-based vaccines and other treatments. We describe the most representative trials from
the past decade (Table 4).

Peptide-Based Vaccines in Clinical Trials
Many peptide-based therapeutic HPV vaccines have been found to be safe and well tolerated in early phase I–II clinical
trials. For example, peptide-based vaccine comprised long peptide sequences bearing E711-20 and E786-93, linked to Th
epitope PADRE was emulsified in Montanide ISA 51 adjuvant and injected into HPV-16-positive cervical carcinoma
patients.131 Nineteen patients were divided into three groups and injected with 100 μg, 300 μg, or 1000 μg of each
peptide in this dose-escalation study.131 None of the patients reported experiencing any severe adverse effects. Fifteen
individuals developed progressive disease, whereas two patients, who additionally received chemotherapy after vaccina-
tion, experienced tumor regression. In a similar phase I–II clinical trial, fifteen patients with HLA-A*0201 HPV-16
cervical cancer received comparable vaccines. Among them, 4 patients had significant PADRE T helper peptide-specific
proliferation, but none showed an HPV-specific CTL response.130 Another Phase I clinical trial was conducted in 18
female patients with high-grade cervical or vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia. All patients received HPV-16 E712-20 peptide
mixed with Montanide ISA 51 or lipopeptide consisting of linker peptide (KSS), Th epitope PADRE, and E786-93.129 The
therapeutic vaccine formulations were rather harmless: 17/18 patients developed grade I or II local responses and/or
granuloma development, including erythema, edema, and warmth three weeks following immunization. HPV E7-specific
T cell immunity was detected in peripheral blood mononuclear cells in 10 patients.129,224

Another Montanide ISA 51-adjuvanted vaccine, HPV-16 SLP (ISA 101), was composed of 13 overlapping peptides
(E61-32, E619-50, E641-65, E655-80, E671-95, E685-109, E691-120, E6127-158, E71-35, E722-56, E743-77, and E764-98), repre-
senting the entire sequence of HPV-16 E6 and E7. It has been through numerous clinical phase I–II studies.225–229 The
long peptides effectively delivered the antigen to DCs, eliciting HPV-16-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses.
They had minimal toxicity and sustained immunogenicity in patients with advanced cervical cancer after vaccination
in a phase I clinical trial.225 To evaluate the toxicity, safety, and immunogenicity of isolated or combined HPV-16 E6
and E7 synthetic peptide vaccines, 35 patients with advanced cervical cancer were split into three groups and
vaccinated with Montanide ISA 51 adjuvant. Group 1 received 300 μg of synthetic peptide in one arm; Group 2
received 100 μg of E6 peptide in one arm and 300 μg of E7 peptide in the other arm; and Group 3 received 50 μg of
both E6 and E7 peptides. No hazardous responses above grade 2 were reported during or after the four vaccine doses.
The combination of E6 and E7 peptides elicited a robust and broad-spectrum T-cell response, as determined by
ELISPOT analysis. Inoculation of E6 and E7 peptides at distinct sites enhanced the immune response to E7 but had no
impact on the immunological response induced by E6. HPV-16 E6 and E7 SLP were well tolerated and induced
a broad IFN-associated T-cell response in patients with advanced cervical cancer. In the following year, Kenter et al
reported clinical responses to HPV-16-specific T cells in a Phase II trial in 20 women with HPV-16-positive grade 3
vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia.226 Three months after vaccination, 60% of the patients experienced clinical responses
and reported symptom resolution, with four patients experiencing complete regression and no HPV-16 presence.
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Table 4 Clinical Trials of Peptide-Based Vaccines Against Cervical Cancer

Vaccine Vaccine Composition &
Adjuvant

Phase/ Status Clinical Trials Outcomes Ref

HPV-16 E711-20/86-93, peptide trial HPV-16 E711-20, E786-93, and

PADRE emulsified in Montanide

ISA 51 adjuvant

I–II/ Completed 19 patients; dose-

escalation study

15 patients developed

progressive disease; 2

patients showed tumor

regression with

chemotherapy.

[131]

I–II/ Completed 15 patients No HPV-specific CTL

response.

[130]

HPV-16 E712-20/86-93 peptide trial HPV-16 E712-20, E786-93, and

PADRE emulsified in Montanide

ISA 51 adjuvant

I/ Completed 18 patients; dose-

escalation study

10 patients showed HPV-16

E7 specific CTL response.

[129]

Five peptides for HLA-A*2402

cervical cancer

Five peptides: FOXM1-262,

MELK-87-7N, HJURP-408,

VEGFR-1-1084 and VEGFR-2-169

in Montanide ISA 51 adjuvant

I/ Completed UMIN000003999: 9

patients; dose-

escalation study

No toxicity and well-

tolerated

[230]

WT-1 peptide trial WT-1187-195, GM-CSF, Montanide

ISA 51 ±CpG7909

I/ Completed UMIN000002771: 28

patients; 2 groups

Skin toxicity level and

adverse effects

[231]

P1637-63 peptide trial p1637-63 peptide of cellular

protein P16INK4 plus Montanide

ISA-51 adjuvant

I–IIa/ Completed NCT01462838: 26

patients; single group;

open label

No dose-limited toxicity [234]

Cisplatin-based chemotherapy

combined with p1637-63 peptide

and Montanide ISA-51 adjuvant

I/ Completed NCT02526316: 10

patients; single group;

open label

No results posted [241]

ISA 101 9 overlapping long E6 peptides

and 4 overlapping E7 peptides

from HPV-16 (HPV16-SLP) with

Montanide ISA 51 adjuvant

I/ Completed 35 patients; 3 groups

with different doses

Minimal toxicity and

sustained immunogenicity

[225]

HPV16-SLP with Montanide ISA

51 adjuvant

II/ Completed 20 patients; single

group

12 patients showed clinical

CTL responses.

[226]

HPV16-SLP with Montanide ISA

51 adjuvant

II/ Completed 34 patients All patients showed

significant HPV-specific

CTL response.

[227]

HPV16-SLP, Montanide ISA 51

adjuvant, combined therapy with

nivolumab (PD-1 inhibitor)

II/ Completed NCT02426892: 24

patients; single-arm;

single-center

No toxicity accumulation;

well-tolerated

[245]

HPV-SLP, Montanide ISA 51

adjuvant, CarboTaxol with/

without Bevacizumab (pegylated

IFNα as immune modulator)

I–II/ Completed NCT02128126: 93

participants;

multicenter; open

label

No results posted [242]

(Continued)
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Adverse events reported were local swelling in 100% of patients and fever in 64% of patients. All patients induced
a T-cell response after vaccination.

To investigate the ability of the HPV-16 SLP vaccine to stimulate HPV-16-specific T-cell responses in patients with
high HPV-16 cervical lesions, van Steenwijk et al ran a placebo-controlled, randomized, blind clinical phase II study
including 34 patients.227,229 They additionally examined the effect of a booster vaccination after one year and conducted
a two-year follow-up. Flu-like symptoms and reactions at the injection site were typical. All vaccinated patients had
a significant HPV-specific IFN-associated T-cell response compared with the placebo group.227 Booster vaccination
one year later substantially increased the HPV-16-specific Th2 response. It was shown that two low-dose HPV16-SLP
injections (50 μg peptide) elicited a robust and persistent HPV16-specific T-cell response that lasted for at least
one year.229 Moreover, van Poelgeest et al evaluated the toxicity, safety, immunogenicity, and effectiveness of HPV-16
SLP plus Montanide ISA 51 vaccination in a single group of 20 patients with advanced or recurring gynecologic
malignancies in phase II clinical study.228 No systemic toxic responses above CTCAE class II were detected throughout
the study, although some patients had transient influenza-like symptoms. ELISPOT analysis revealed that 11/13
individuals exhibited an immunological response to the vaccination. However, in the 12 individuals examined, no
tumor regression was found. Nineteen individuals passed away because of tumor growth. The HPV-16 SLP vaccination
was well tolerated and elicited a widespread T-cell response but did not result in tumor remission or disease progression.
As a result, ISA101 alone showed promise in cervical intraepithelial neoplasia but had little effect on advanced cervical
cancer. The vaccination was utilized in subsequent clinical studies in combination with chemotherapy and immunomo-
dulatory treatment.

Table 4 (Continued).

Vaccine Vaccine Composition &
Adjuvant

Phase/ Status Clinical Trials Outcomes Ref

PepCan Peptides from HPV-16 E6 with

Candin/ Candin as active

comparator

I/ Completed NCT00569231: 24

patients; dose-

escalation

No dose-limited toxicity [236]

II/ Recruitment NCT02481414: 125

participants;

randomized, doubled-

blinded to two

therapy arms

No results posted [236]

II/ Recruitment NCT03821272 No results posted [236]

PDS0101 Peptides from HPV-16 E6 and E7,

and R-enantiomer of 1.2-dioleoyl-

3-trimethylammonium- propane

chloride (R-DOTAP)

I/ Completed NCT02065973: 12

patients; open-label;

sequential- cohort;

escalating dose

Safety [239]

Cisplatin, liposomal HPV-16 E6/E7

multipeptide with R-DOTAP and

radiation therapy

IIA/ Recruitment NCT04580771: 35

participants;

interventional; single

group assignment;

open label

No results posted [239]

DPX-E7 HPV-16 E749-57 and PADRE plus

DepoVax™ (DPX) adjuvant

Ib-II/ Active, not

recruiting

NCT02865135: 11

participants;

interventional; single

group assignment;

open label

No results posted [96,113]
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In addition to clinical studies on HPV-specific antigenic epitopes, Hasegawa et al reported on a phase I clinical trial
(UMIN000003999) combining five peptides, respectively, derived from forkhead box protein M1 (FOXM1)-262
(IYTWIEDHF), maternal embryonic leucine zipper kinase (MELK)-87-7N (EYCPGGNLF), Holliday junction-
recognition protein (HJURP)-408 (KWLISPVKI), and vascular endothelial growth factor receptors (VEGFR)-1-1084
(SYGVLLWEI) and VEGFR-2-169 (RFVPDGNRI), in nine patients with HLA-A*2402 cervical cancer.230 In a dose-
escalation trial, three doses of each peptide of 0.5, 1, and 2 mg were combined with 0.5, 1, and 2 mL of Montanide ISA
51 and administered to patients four times. There was no dose-limiting toxicity associated with the vaccinations, and they
were well tolerated. In eight (89%) and seven (78%) patients, respectively, IFN-γ ELISPOT tests revealed significant
T-cell responses to FOXM1 and MELK.

Safety and efficacy were examined for GM-CSF and CpG-ODN as immune-stimulating adjuvants in combination
with Wilms’ Tumor 1 (WT1) vaccine (WT1 peptide emulsified with Montanide ISA 51) for the treatment of patients with
solid malignancies in a phase I clinical trial (UMIN000002771).231 Wilms’ oncogene WT1 is extensively expressed in
malignant tumors and has theoretical advantages as a cancer immunotherapy target antigen.232 9-polymer WT1187-195
(SLGEQQYSV) was used to inoculate patients with HLA-A*0201 and A*0206; a modified 9-polymer WT1235-243
(CYTWNQMNL) was used to inoculate patients with HLA-A*2402.231 The study included 28 patients with solid
malignancies, including cervical cancer. The inclusion of GM-CSF or CpG-ODN to the WT1 peptide vaccination was
shown to be safe and enhanced the effectiveness of clinical responses in patients with solid malignancies. Patients treated
with the WT1 peptide plus CpG-ODN (60%) had significantly higher illness control rates than the other groups,
indicating that CpG is a superior immunological adjuvant compared to GM-CSF. Subsequently, a clinical phase II trial
was initiated in patients with gynecologic malignancies, including 11/40 cases of cervical cancer, based on a determined
safe dose of WT1 peptide (3 mg) emulsified with Montanide ISA 51 adjuvant.233 Of these patients, 40% showed long-
lasting antitumor effects within three months, but 90% experienced varying skin toxicity levels, and adverse effects were
observed.

The high overexpression of p16INK4a, a cellular protein that acts as a hallmark for HPV-associated malignancies, has
emerged as a novel vaccination target. P1637-63 and Montanide ISA-51 were administered subcutaneously to 28 patients
with HPV-associated neoplasia in the first phase I/IIa human study (NCT01462838).234 There was no dose-limiting
toxicity, and the vaccination boosted CD4+ T cells in 11/20 patients, CD8+ T cells in 4/20 patients, and antibody
production in 14/20 patients.

PepCan is a therapeutic peptide-based vaccine against HPV that consists of four peptides (E61-45, E646-80, E681-115,
and E6116-158) covering HPV-16 E6 and a novel adjuvant Candin, which is a colorless extract of Candida albicans.235,236

Candin has been shown in vitro to stimulate T-cell proliferation and IL-12 secretion by Langerhans cells, the primary
antigen-presenting cells in the skin.237 Twenty-four female patients with cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 2/3 received
a total of four intradermal injections at 3-week intervals in a dose-escalating clinical phase I study (NCT00569231).238

Each peptide was dosed incrementally at 50, 100, 250, and 500 μg, with 50 μg demonstrating the highest rate of
histological regression (50% complete regression) and the most substantial virological response (85% viral clearance). In
addition, no dose-limiting toxicity was observed in the 10 patients administered with 50 μg of vaccine.236 After
confirming the safety of PepCan, recruitment for phase II clinical studies (NCT03821272 and NCT02481414) was
initiated for cytokine/chemokine and proteome research to evaluate the feasibility of possible biomarkers.236 Similarly,
another clinical phase I dose-escalation trial (NCT01653249) consisted of four identical HPV-16 E6 peptides combined
with Candin in 52 women. The vaccine was designed to cure a precancerous lesion, called high-grade squamous
intraepithelial neoplasia (HSIL).235 In this formulation, the peptide was key to inducing the maturation effect of
Langerhans cells, thereby inducing the cytokine IL-12. Candin was responsible for the proliferative effect of T cells.

The liposomal-based HPV therapeutic vaccine, PDS0101, consisted of six peptide antigens from HPV-16 E6 and E7
and R-DOTAP, the immunologically superior R-enantiomer of the cationic lipid 1.2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-
propane.204 The vaccine showed safety in a phase I clinical trial (NCT02065973), and it fulfilled the secondary endpoints
of cervical dysplasia regression and increased antigen-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (no detailed report available).239

In addition, DPX-E7, a nanomer peptide vaccine composed of antigen peptides E711-19 from HPV-16 and an oil-based
delivery system, DepoVax™ (DPX), suspended the antigen peptides in the oil phase, forcing immune cells to absorb and
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bind to antigens without direct passive release.96,240 A phase Ib–II trial (NCT02865135) is active, but has not yet
completed recruitment to examine the safety and efficacy of HPV16-E711-19 nanomonomer vaccination for the treatment
of incurable HPV 16-associated oropharyngeal, cervical, and anal cancers in HLA-A*02-positive patients.96,113

Combination Therapy in Clinical Trials
The combination of immunotherapeutic methods represents a challenging strategy to enhance antitumor immunity by
targeting several immune response components, such as chemotherapy, radiotherapy, immune checkpoint inhibitors, and
biological agents. Many preclinical studies have proven the effectiveness of combination therapy approaches with
peptide-based vaccines for cervical cancer. However, no vaccine has entered phase III clinical trials or demonstrated
substantial improvements in overall survival randomly. For example, cisplatin-based or carboplatin-based chemotherapy,
P1637-63 (100 μg) mixed with Montanide ISA 51, was administered subcutaneously to 10 patients with HPV-associated
anogenital cancer (including cervical cancer) and HPV-associated head and neck cancer in a phase I trial
(NCT02526316).241 Unfortunately, no results have been made publicly available to date. Moreover, a phase IIA clinical
trial (NCT04580771) was initiated to investigate the effects of the liposome vaccine PDS0101 given in combination with
chemotherapy (Cisplatin) and radiotherapy for the treatment of patients with stage IB3-IVA cervical cancer; the results
have not yet been published.

Furthermore, combining CarboTaxol (carboplatin and paclitaxel), ISA 101, and intravaginal TLR9 agonist CpG as tri-
therapy has undergone a clinical phase I–II trial (NCT02128126), with results pending.242 CarboTaxol is a commonly
used chemotherapeutic agent that is recommended for the treatment of a variety of cancers, including cervical cancer.
Although it promotes DC-mediated antigen presentation, both carboplatin and paclitaxel have the potential to induce
dose-limiting myeloid toxicity.243 Welters et al reported a clinical study on a group of six patients who received
CarboTaxol chemotherapy versus another group of 12 patients treated with CarboTaxol and ISA 101 (300 μg
peptide).243 Patients treated with CarboTaxol demonstrated a reduction in myeloid cells and an increase in lymphocytes
1–2 weeks after the second dose of chemotherapy. T-cell function improved even though the number of CD4+ and CD8+

T cells did not change. After vaccination with ISA 101, 11/12 patients induced a proliferative T-cell response.
Vaccination was well tolerated, and most adverse reactions were confined to the injection site.

Another seemingly obvious strategy is to combine vaccinations with immune checkpoint inhibitors, which promote
specific T cell responses by reversing immunosuppression. Immune checkpoints usually use antibodies to block negative
regulatory receptors on T cells to stimulate a CTL response to cancerous cells. Inhibitors of programmed death protein 1/
programmed death ligand 1 (PD-1/PD-L1) represent a potentially beneficial therapeutic strategy. Pembrolizumab and
nivolumab were approved as immune checkpoint inhibitors by the FDA to treat advanced PD-L1-positive cervical cancer
that progressed during or after chemotherapy. The combination of vaccines and immune checkpoints has been proven to
increase the immune efficacy of vaccines significantly.244

Twenty-four patients with incurable HPV-associated cancer were recruited for a single-arm nonrandomized phase II
clinical trial. They were treated by a combination of PD-1 inhibitor nivolumab and ISA 101 (100 μg peptide).245 Eight of
the 24 patients achieved responses, including two complete and six partial responses, resulting in a 33% overall response
rate. The median response duration was 10.3 months, and the median overall survival was 17.5 months. The combination
of ISA 101 with nivolumab was well tolerated, with no synergistic toxicity accumulation and only substantial cumulative
effects of each agent compared to nivolumab monotherapy. However, broader randomized trials are necessary to
demonstrate the efficacy of vaccination in conjunction with PD-1 checkpoint inhibition.

A combined immunotherapy phase II clinical trial (NCT04260126) with PDS0101, in combination with pembroli-
zumab, has been initiated and is expected to recruit 95 patients for the treatment of HPV16 and PD-L1 positive recurrent
or metastatic head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). Interestingly, another clinical phase I–II trial
(NCT04287868) is recruiting 56 patients to evaluate the safety of the combination of PDS0101, NHS-interleukin-12
(NHS-IL12), and M7824 in patients with advanced or metastatic HPV-associated malignancies.239 NHS-IL12 is an
immune cytokine that targets tumors by introducing IL-12 into the tumor microenvironment to enhance the inflammatory
Th1 response. M7824, also known as bintrafusp alfa, is a novel bifunctional fusion protein. It is a monoclonal antibody to
the extracellular structural domain of transforming growth factor-β receptor type II (TGFβRII) fused to human IgG 1 to
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block programmed cell death protein-1 ligand (PDL1). As such, it acts both as a checkpoint inhibitor and to introduce
TGFβRII into the tumor microenvironment. In preclinical trials, combining the three compounds promoted superior
induction of immunoreactive tumor infiltration, and HPV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells for maximal antitumor
effects.239

Conclusion
Therapeutic HPV vaccines are urgently needed to lower the burden of cervical cancer. While effective, prophylactic HPV
vaccines cannot help patients who have already been infected with HPV and are growing tumors due to their infection.
Unlike with preventative HPV vaccines, progress in the development of therapeutics has been slow due to the lack of
clear association between generated immune responses and clinical outcomes in vaccinated individuals. This has been
attributed to incomplete understanding of the immune response mechanisms that govern and eliminate cervical cancer in
humans. Moreover, the cancer microenvironment and immune evasion pathways are still unclear.

Peptide-based vaccines offer an effective vaccine delivery platform capable of producing efficient immune responses
for the treatment of HPV infection. However, peptide-based vaccines suffer from low immunogenicity associated with
the small antigenic peptides. Fortunately, these vaccines can be enhanced by the addition of adjuvants and/or delivery
systems.

Several predominant adjuvants, including emulsion (water-in-oil/oil-in-water), polymeric nanoparticles, liposome
nanoparticles, virus-like particles, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor, bacterial flagellin, and synthetic
ODN-CpG, have been developed to enhance immunogenicity against cervical cancer. Still, additional non-toxic adju-
vants that offer high biocompatibility, immunostimulatory efficiency, and biodegradability are needed for utilization in
cervical cancer vaccines.

To date, no therapeutic HPV peptide-based vaccines have entered phase III clinical trials. However, based on
comparative preclinical and clinical data, combination immunotherapy may pave the way for this achievement.
Combined immunotherapy has been shown to stimulate specific immune responses to tumor-associated antigens by
modulating the tumor microenvironment while producing local immunosuppression. For example, combination immu-
notherapy of HPV16-SLP-based vaccine adjuvanted with Montanide ISA 51 and the PD-1 immune checkpoint inhibitor,
nivolumab, was able to avoid the immunosuppression effect developed by the tumor microenvironment.

The following key challenges in vaccine design should be investigated in more detail: (1) in-depth study of antigenic
epitopes and the use of multiple epitopes in combination; (2) the selection of adjuvants and the development of self-
assembled adjuvant materials to construct a vaccine delivery system; and (3) the combination of peptide-based vaccines
with other forms of immunotherapy.

Overall, the development of peptide-based vaccines has a promising future in combating HPV infection and cervical
cancer. We anticipate that advanced knowledge of the immunological mechanisms of HPV infection, and novel
approaches for developing better vaccines and superior adjuvants will lead to more effective vaccines in the future.
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